The usefulness of the conventional isotopic spin formalism is somewhat marred by the fact that it contains superfluous formal elements which have no physical counterpart. It is demonstrated that application of the "superselection principle" for total electric charge, recently suggested by Wick, Wightman, and Wigner, is sufhcient to eliminate these superfluous elements and thus reduce the content of the theory to that of the more conventional formalism in which neutrons and protons are distinguished ub initio. This superselection principle applied to the conventional state-function representation of quantum mechanics requires that admissable state functions be eigenfunctions of the total charge and that operators representing observables commute with the total charge. The disjointness of the various subspaces in Hilbert space corresponding to diferent total charge eigenvalues, demanded by the superselection principle, leads to the result that many observables which are outwardly different in form are actually essentially equivalent. The construction of all inequivalent observables compounded from nucleonic isotopic spin operators only is carried out and it is shown that all such observables are simply functions of the square of the total isotopic spin and its s component. The essentially uniqueness of the charge parity operator. introduced by Kroll and Foldy is established.
1. INTRODUCTION resort to formal group-theoretical concepts, we feel that no apology is necessary in case of such duplication.
HE isotopic spin formalism' has proved to be a very convenient means of dealing with the similarities in properties of the proton and neutron, and its employment has paid ample rewards as an aid in recognizing and formulating the consequences of these similarities for nuclear structure, nuclear interactions, and meson-nucleon interactions. ' ' However, these advantages are partly cancelled by the fact that the isotopic spin formalism contains superQuous formal elements which have no known physical counterparts. These difhculties are best known in the following formulation: while the projection of a vector in isotopic spin space on the s axis has a definite physical interpretation in terms of the electric charge of the system being described, still the azimuth of the vector appears to have no such absolute significance and only relative azimuths of vectors having the same 2' component have at present a clearly identifiable physical meaning.
The program of the present paper consists in the separation of the physical from the nonphysical elements in the isotopic spin formalism by application of the recently suggested "superselection principle" for electric charge Rev. 85, 852 (1952) . 4 R. K. Adair, Phys. Rev. 87, 1044 (1952 .
N. M. Kroll and L. L. Foldy, Phys. Rev. 88, 1177 (1952 To prevent our considerations from becoming too abstract we shall limit ourselves now to the only case which we shall discuss in detail in the later parts of this paper, namely that in which we have a system of nucleons only, described in an isotopic spin formalism with neutron and proton regarded as two states of a nucleon. %e consider first the case of a single nucleon, and in the familiar manner, represent the proton state of the nucleon by the function n and the neutron state by the function P. A state function representing a proton in a space-spin state g(r, o) would then be written gn, while the state function representing a neutron in the same space-spin state would be written pP. The superposition principle would then suggest that p(a+I') is also a possible state function for the system. However, since the states~and PP are states of diGerent total charge, their relative phase cannot be discerned by an experiment and hence the state @(n+P) would be indiscernable from the state p(n P)-In fact each of these would now be interpretable only as a statistical mixture (in contrast to a pure state) with equal probabilities of the system consisting of a proton or a neutron in the space-spin state P. That one can hardly treat such state functions in the familiar manner in which one usually operates in quantum mechanics is made trivially, but strikingly, evident if one applies the usual rule for obtaining the probability than an observation will reveal that the system is in the state p(n P) whe-n it has been projected into the state p(u+P) by a previous preparation. In the customary procedure one forms the inner product of the two state functions (after they have been normalized) and identifies its absolute square with the desired probability. In this case such an inner product has the value zero; this in spite of the fact that the two states described Before proceeding further we make some remarks concerning our notation. We employ the conventional Pauli matrices to represent the three components r ", 7"", 7-, " of the isotopic spin vector of the mth nucleon, and in addition we shall sometimes use the notation ro" for the unit isotopic spin matrix. The total isotopic spin vector T is de6ned by and its components are designated by T, T", and T,.
In addition we shall write While our earlier remarks are applicable to systems composed of both nucleons and mesons, or perhaps even more general systems, our further considerations will be limited to nuclear systems composed of a number A of nucleons.
INEQUIVALENT OBSERVABLES
We shall 6rst determine all of the linearly independ eet observables formed from the isotopic spin operators only. To do this we note that the most general operator formed from isotopic spin operators will be a linear combina, tion of terms, each of which consists of A (the total number of nucleons in the system) factors chosen from the To", T+", 7 However, not all of these symmetrical operators will be observables since they do not all commute with T,.
In view of the discussion in the last section we may limit our attention to complete observables. A simple calculation gives us for the commutator of any of these operators with T, :
L(np, m+, ii,n, ), T, ) = (e -n+) (ep, m+, m, n, ), whence it immediately follows that to obtain complete observables which do not vanish in every subspace T, we must include in our basic linearly independent set only those (ep, e+,e,r4) for which n+ e=N--&A/2
Hence we may now designate our basic set by (np, N, e, ), each associated with a partition np+2N+ri, = A Now, while each of the operators of our basic set are observable, many of these will be equivalent in the sense of the discussion in the preceding section. To select a basic set of observables which are inequivalent we note that (rip, N, n, )T, = ', mp(np 1,N-, n, +1)-+, 'n, (np+1, N, Finally, to prove our main theorem we note that LN) can be written as the coefficient of p~qN in the expansion of S= II (1+Pr+"+qr "). = Lcosh(xy)~) -4 expL2(xT+"+yT ")).
I
Note that xy is a function of pq only, and that x and y are equal to p and q, respectively, divided by a function of pq. Then it follows that the expansion of S in powers of P and q will have for the coefficient of p~qã polynomial formed from the sum of terms in each of which the degrees of T+ and T are equal. The theorem then follows from our lemma.
UNIQUENESS OF THE CHARGE PARITY OPERATOR
As an example of the preceding ideas, we shall consider the question' of the uniqueness of the charge parity operator' introduced by Kroll and Foldy as a formal means of expressing the consequences of charge symmetry for nuclear structure and nuclear reactions.
Formally this operator is defined to be one which for a particular nuclear system changes all neutrons to protons and all protons to neutrons. The above authors elected to write this operator as Q= (1+x')"" g (cos8+ir, " sin8) The general form of the equations of motion of a particle possessing multipole singularities of a neutral scalar or pseudoscalar meson Geld has been found by Harish-Chandra on the basis of Dirac's method. In this paper the general form of the multipole moment compatible with these equations is established under the assumption that the spin and the 2"-pole moments of the particle are of constant magnitude and have only spatial components in the system in which the particle is at rest. Then the general form of the equations of motion and of the multipole moment compatible with them is established for point particles interacting with a charge-symmetric scalar or pseudoscalar meson Geld. It is found that 2"-pole moments of diferent types are possible for arbitrary e, and that a particle can carry an arbitrary combination of such moments. 
